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A Question Always Comes To Mind
 
A question always comes to mind
Where do I avoid this?
Does all this knowledge right?
From the star studded
Allows everything! Size and logic is not true for real {human}
There is a place where everything has been written....
Not affordable by all our understanding of human
Controlling everything was hidden in a peaceful place
That that there only everything that is not captured by any {Allah knows the
Unseen}
Prior to immortality, peace stories have {fantasy}
No one can speak responded
They dwell on the edges of silence
Once peace fetch
Eternity will blend with any form of yourself {alleged}
Am I among those deceived or mistaken?
Along with stories that do not require the meaning of peace I promised melt
Penetrating the invisible nature recognize, find the controller {Allah is the
controller, his substance was on the sky}
Which will not be there given a chance even though there is {Allah will manifest
themselves in the last world for His servants who later blessed}
In places no it sit and laugh at me {prejudice}
Myself to continue to take you wandered
The story of peace is still echoing in our blood
Indeed spheres that wakes me is there {fantasy}
When you lift the pen to begin to scratch the ink on paper
In my only thoughts are so deep
Goddess of knowledge has been frozen when entering the territory {fantasy}
Expanse of emptiness that poison that killed you......
Removed from the crown of understanding and rules
Prove that there is immortality in you
By sucking the life and death {Allah who kill do so in the last world someday}
Stealing disobedience to the rules of the beautiful
How old are you my son.....
I'm not something that depends on time {dependent on Allah}
Is something that is scattered throughout the frequency......
How I tried to translate it?
Attachment that gave the wound at the time and civilization
In my sleep myself is something that can fly
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But the blood clot, but I was able to survive
Navigate the hallways much mystery
Everything is immeasurable wonders and miracles {miracles to the prophets}
Realize that blanket the unseen life
I'm not a life but I was a miracle
Peace that comes from the story
Once again come to earth and man to stop
Before continuing my journey to the absence of a far {Nature hereafter exist}
Before you remember you forget me
No one ever notice me here
Believe on the knife that pierces your heart
But this ceremony is full of tears
Believe in the introduction cremated remains be cremated} {banned
Then the fall foliage in the cemetery
Hallucinations will not penetrate the chaos caused
The story of peace, the chaos in the sense I
I turned into a life when you approached me
I turn into a male and named
My name was not important-unimportant
The most delicious thing you've ever felt
That's not far from me
Enjoy that creates a feeling to yourself
I'm still alive when the flavor is still there in you
The story begins with the prince of peace who sacrificed immortality {fantasy}
Revenge on infinity
Which has poisoned the chaos that started it all {not a chaos but God was the
one who started it all}
When I began to understand the mysteries of a future {for the event sequence }
the shortened time span long time
At the time of the compressed space
And high temperatures also lowered
By late afternoon light shining earth
Letting the sun without rays around
Nightfall the stars leave the sky slowly
At that time I look at myself
Human silence without motion, only moving brain
Nerve-controlled environment, as if nervous environment
All parts of the brain controls the body and mind
Body flying and upside down over the soft soil
It was outside the skin of human esophagus
Clock usually rotates counterclockwise with
If there was an aircraft
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He will fly in the soil
I wish there was a submarine
He will float in the air a bit dense
The sun around every planet
The experts are people that retarded his day
The mountains turn into valley
Vice versa
Disobedience to the law of nature is increasingly becoming
Light propagating at the latest to move as if nothing
Every human being has the gravity to pull the earth
Broad universe has a limit {unlimited, evidence: the sky is 7}
Being a mini and very limited
Change the mainland into a sea of
Change the oceans become land
Interrupted the natural cycle of all
All of the active into silent
All that silence becomes active
Daylight into darkness
Only a few stars sprinkled in the soil
Humans crave life of misery & suffering
Those who have no hope
Humans began to live forever
Demons and ghosts one by one began to die young
When the temperature does not measure the heat of the earth
Neural environment stimulates brain
To say I was so cold earth
Prolonged drought resulted in
Plants moved from his sleep
Walking and absolute adaptability to the environment
The river flows on the slopes of hills and mountains
Flow to higher ground
The world was already too far
Making a helpless human beings
All thinking is very narrow and shallow
The wind was silent and slowly began to blow trees
Because the earth stops rotating and is no longer evolved
Compensate for the Earth enlarges into a mini universe
No more empty lonely voice...
Earth more and more to follow human
Following humans evolved in her soul
Man not a woman or a man
They only have the brain and brain
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Food searching for them and want to swallow human satiety
The food was hungry...
Dots of the universe has begun to enter
Among the sidelines of my teeth
Because the human spirit is very high gravity
Humans do not have a passionate
Although all of the naked body and soul
They just want the passion and the more stupid
To forever
Once again the human brain remains stationary and moving
Looking for the world too far
Limits only on the narrowness of mind
While cold temperatures slow roast
In misery and suffering
Coveted.
 
Irvan Hermawan Saichu
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Advance Continues, Dew White
 
Do not intervene to leave the darkness
Sweep continues to wind
Night to fall
Do not go say missing the point cloud
Loyal in the smile of the sun
Promise in the world of darkness
Steer world peace
Unimaginable
Who heard that voice gecko
Here!
The purpose of life and death
Inseparable from the silence
It's cold heart
Like a
Dew pole
Reach a gentle breeze
Laughter invisible
My daughter lost
Rain in love with the road
Road - the road to
Deposit the mother
Who stared in
Silence sweet deceit
Poor dog!
Where he has to sleep and shower
Only difference is caused
Could have a long road
Greet him with a grin sheepishly
Hail him
Beads of bubbles
Eve peace into the inside
My soul is too funky
Eternal peace
Indeed the world is always suspicious
Peace of hard to get
Where eyes still see
At the hearing ear hears
Kissed his nose where it
Problems are embedded in the soul
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Chaos rampant
Thick walls crashing
In the holy sparks of heavenly
We crave peace
How can we be looking for!
That's all
Honey! ?
Do you know?
I yearn for an excerpt of your guitar!
Cry your eyes are always watching
Do not you're too arrogant!
With your skills it
Will plunge you
Fire revenge will cause
Heart cut
Blood poignant for road & travel
If my daughter was crying
Perhaps the only birds who can
Entertain
I can only drops of grief
Can not you please please
Millions upon millions of years
I pictured
Sign in a circular vortex
The faster, fast, fast
We entered the dark world
And enter the world of light
Filled with natural light
heart remedy
Preferably there we consider our
Peace & tranquility is
Weapons & Conditioning soul
Neither force that penetrate
And j. the truth of who really {j. is a path}
Will always win!
An excerpt of your hearts in water
dripping melancholy peace / void
Why it's far point
It's hard I reach with hands
We need toughness
Our souls drift miss white dew
Father, Mother!
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Where am I
Is this true I asked confused
Faded jasmine move
Net
Indeed I have elderly
Who could ask for
But we have a right to be devised
Do not forget there is an expectation
White dew
Look at the towering mountain
Reaching the clouds
Blend with the sea spread
Sky
See solar waiting on the mountain
River meandering
Beautiful hearts mourn
wind invitation to walk follow the steps
They
Indeed, the demons
Spring a trap
With a very black hole in
There are only stairs
For hair
They
Terror and dread
They
Who expect only the white dew
Which can make survivors
Their hands were turned up early in the morning
Who deserted
Daughter of the king's son was
When it is powerless
She usually just
Shout
Akkkakkak
Oops
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Almost All Life
 
In a dark world
You're supposed to be a torch which means
But I was a black hole in the universe
I was a black stain in the stars
I was the one who makes all of you different from me
And you will be different from anyone
How wonderful every day life?
These are all mountains and valleys of our own.
Unto us a rumble of thunder and flashes of lightning
If you let the waves hit the mountain.
Trust will continue to flow through the river of this world
What is the meaning of all this my friends?
We as a torch in a sea of &#8203; &#8203; question marks
We as a pedestrian street full of branching
Thou shalt not die prematurely
Until thou mad face the pressures of life
It's all a bit lighter than floating without gravity
Together with all the feelings that bind you
Exempt with your mind
Follow the gift of life that drain you; {all this from Allah}
In the future you see your past
Days of your past you walk with me
Surrounds the whole time travel
You do not believe in the existence
It scares my friends
Sick, sad, tears when your lover go
Let all of it buried in times of
You will not forget you return to me
Celebrate this day of your life
Everything is in the plane
Towards new things in the sky
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Already
 
Swizzle is the day...
Where you going to live alone away from people
Do you have enough in this life
Staring at the roof that read your ignorance
Gratitude for your omission is that Day
Day of death in your story
Recent stories
Life....
Why do you want to enjoy immortal?
Though there is no immortality but the power trust
Enjoy the confidence of all because
Means a long moment when the value of the trust is lost
Truth abundant nerve center of your trust
or you
Have found stories back your light
Have you meditated silently meditated
Have you thought concentrating
Restructure the soul at a time when all the running time
Moving towards all trust
I do not want you out
As I had then
 
Irvan Hermawan Saichu
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Author And Heaven [10]
 
Good looks and beauty and give the story in it
The stories that make the hearts of men carried away and drift
The mind impressed that's where people begin to affect others
Embedding behavior patterns consciously and unconsciously
Because the characters that has captivated his heart surely will try to imitate
human
Man considers that its object is property?
What's the treasure? Whether that can be obtained from the asset?
In general, the man put on his property for the pleasures
For the powers, to ensure the needs of the next
For peace, for its interests in the life
Because of these two men vying for getting it
But some people say the treasure is just enough
Or just a little treasure
What a treasure it is the fortune that was given by Allah
There are many and there is little
There are a lot of effort there is no
Useful property is property that is used correctly
As per guidance from the straight path
For our purposes it is no exaggeration to taste
For others who are entitled to and for the path of Allah
Treasure that has been purified will bring blessing and peace
Property was also obtained with the streets of halal
People are full of concepts and theories in problem solving
It is used to help and simplify the problem
The concept that they make the guidelines they will compile them into a theory
In all the circumstances seem less than limited or practically not enough
Do humans do?
Because in a state of self-sufficient people sometimes forget
Sometimes men to prepare for the circumstances that are less
Humans will be divided into those who are desperate and the steadfast
The man who will patiently wait with hope and opportunities to try
By praying and pleading to Allah
People who are desperate will be forced to wait with great disappointment and
regret, did not accept the fate she has received with sincere
The human brain contains the logic, knowledge
Humans have needs
The brain's ability to find ways to seeking needs
Make people do the calculation and abstraction
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Finally abstraction enables man to fantasize about the desire
Desire is created by the imaginary
Humans try to make it happen
Some can be realized by science and partly in another way
Time, space, matter and energy are the variables that underlie the brain works
But Islam is a guidance for mankind the most major of Allah
Because humans will gain eternal happiness in heaven
Heaven is a place created by Allah to mankind is elected
Allah who created the universe
Human knowledge will always be limited primarily to the case of the Unseen
Because the side Allah all knowledge and on the wisdom behind it all Allah
Some people join to cooperate in crime and dishonesty
They assume that they have achieved their goals with good
Do the same with people who cooperate in full with a good thing?
Certainly not the same person on the street goodness will get a better response
In their actual crimes in huge losses
Life with peace, tranquility and love is the dream
Life filled with pleasures and convenience is bliss
What do we do if we are in the tyranny of others?
Do we wait, or we try to escape from the tyranny that?
Should do things that are allowed and remained in patience
Because Allah's help is close to the patient
Human thought he could control and domination of other human
Humans are also thought he could influence others
It estimates it sometimes missed, because people want to like it
They look for good opportunities and ways that allow
To reverse the situation
I did not protest with the freedom that existed during this
But I felt this was due to the freedom I feel constrained
Freedom brings people to the climate of competition and natural selection
Resulting in the weak oppressed and controlled
Strong competing all the essential loss of freedom
Life push each other and very little time off
Freedom is essential is Islam, freedom in the world and the hereafter
Humans do not you all can run and create freedom itself!
This is where I live, you can connect yourself with me here
But your recollection with the full logic of knowledge is there any results?
Every detail of this nature reveal how capable you are with your theory
This is where you live as well, although temporary, if you do not want to know?
In the human poverty has a tendency to be rich
Humans like to treasure in the world is divided equally
Human poverty in trying to get rich with a variety of business
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Humans start with a richer and deeper poverty
But most people still live in poverty
Here is the place I live, full of malice and arrogance
The poor will be enslaved, the poor majority tried to rebel
Without or with a regulation that occurs when the strong are allowed to win
Today everything is like that where you went you are tired
But light from the light will strengthen the soul with passion
Full coals trying to guide us all to be a winner
 
Irvan Hermawan Saichu
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Author And Heaven [11]
 
Do not weak continue to struggle with the existing power
All will end in death all starts from birth
But after death there is life other natural
But if you want to enjoy and know a lot about the world is not prohibited
With the limits prescribed by Allah, do not be violated
As my conversation with myself in the heart
I do not lie to you with tales lie but it is really
May I know the secrets of this world by my eyes?
Perhaps because it will give you peace and a deeper understanding
Why do people learn about DNA, about the atom and the theories of physics?
Wants to know human nature to stimulate people to know everything
Humans do approaches that can be understood brain
When human beings live or once lived with resentment and hurt
Breakup, break up the ideals and profound despair
They will perform an outlet to be the one to ruin
They will look for opportunities to retaliate
Or would appear that the potential for evil actions
Uncontrolled emotions and mental illness
Unless people are given guidance of Allah in Islam the Straight
They will seek Allah pleased with destiny
They will always try to do good deeds
From a very old legend, the human soul wanders
Following his body to explore the fields of material
The soul that knows something and then do something
Where we are staying? Why is my partner so far?
Lonely by lonely soul adorn
The soul starts looking for a satisfying himself busy
Peace and beauty is the soul purpose
Desires is the soul itself
Soul survivor and will clean the straight path of Allah
Bustle of the other lost souls who seemed to be straight is not deceived
Quiet soul is the soul that saw the right viewpoint
The correct point of view that comes from his Lord
Humans are happy is man in his joy
In the true pleasure is the joy on happiness
Fear and pain are a burden and barrier and happiness
Both weaken the arrival of humans in the early
But a wise man will take advantage of both of these
For pleasure and happiness by learning
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Fear makes people will make the security system
The pain will make people find a cure
The wisest man who is returning to Allah in all things
And attempt to resolve the problem with the straight path
Whether humans will continue to strive after repeatedly failing?
Never give up, that patience really is a blessing
Land of our birth so far and we have to get there
A person who started he would end
And a good start, good process and good end is the gift of God
Yes, God grant me the pious wife....
Yes, God grant me the fortune of useful...
Yes, God add useful science can be charitable and pious
Verily You are the only place I depend
Feelings of the woman is soft, gentle to her because that's weak
She was often in a state of instability, then do not depend on it
The color purple like the color of delicious wine is the color of her love
Going to a safer and more dangerous to leave
The woman begged the attention, she wants certainty, her darling man
I say 'Time to sail, it's time together, time for exams, time for reality, time for
patience, the place now, be thankful always, smile dear! Well so! '
 
Irvan Hermawan Saichu
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Author And Heaven [5]
 
Varied human food, human habitation is made comfortable
Tools made life easier and safer
Engage with people who are fun
 
Doing the game, see entertainment, was awarded and the position
Humans want to be seen more by other people
Humans like to see the stars and moon
 
They are happy to be a star and moon are admired a lot of people
Current season is very strange, because the continuous rain in my city
Game of chess is so consuming of my time
 
Since this game contains a clear strategy and objectives
Destroy the enemies and survive in order not to lose
Reality sometimes is proportional to the things that are abstract
 
This abstract is a human effort to make it easier to plan something
Humans want to have clear rules that govern their
So that they can guarantee the interests of safety and fair treatment
 
The idea that human creations with deep thoughts emerged as an ideology
Because religious people feel unable to survive in modern life
I say choose the religion of Islam the Straight O people
 
Since this is the salvation of the world and life after death
Come in your mind I ask you
Follow me: I will not mislead you I just want goodness for you
 
It's about principles that caused the man to have the stability and durability
Stability means that human beings are not easily swayed to face life
Endurance is the ability to survive in conditions that are difficult to predict
 
Notice that our goal was generated by using the right function
Choosing the correct variables required to produce objective function
When you yourself came near me
 
I say if you need friends and lovers?
You will answer yes
A man wants a woman and vice versa
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Women want something strong to keep
Men want the softness of a woman to calm her down
I want a good woman in her religion
 
But I also want tadlhxonphyl
A woman who is strong in her religion would stop me in my writing
So I waited a long time in a state
 
Indeed I sometimes sin
I want myself to remain a normal man
Fun to make people feel at home
 
Fun is always sought after and did not make humans sick and tired
Fun will fight any human being even at the expense of
Most people achieve pleasure by collecting treasure
 
With the many treasures that he thought it could afford pleasure
Human picture of something that does not always stay where no standard
Because humans would describe something that is based on knowledge
 
Human tendency is to support things which benefit
Any system that is anywhere definitely has its rules and restrictions
Heaven will come to some humans and jinn after the court of Allah
 
In the days after the generation and collection of dead
Humans are impatient lot partially deny
Some seek paradise on earth with daydreams and fantasies
 
By using such equations as if the world is paradise
Humans who have wealth and power try to make heaven on earth with the
resources he has
 
They make life full of extravagance and luxury
Have fun with entertainment, parties,
with the pleasures of the body and soul
 
Having and wearing beautiful things, beautiful and luxurious
All he wanted to have and want to control, him buy
Because of the wealth and power is encouraging people to think
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Author And Heaven [6]
 
Finding a new social system and new technologies that can satisfy his desire
In terms of material and non material
Currently the most dominant social system of humans is materialism
everything centers on money
Money is standard in every respect, both the comparison and as a measuring tool
Limit the world is getting smaller with the existing technology
Most people try to get money as much as possible
In order for the interests of others can be fulfilled
Without limiting the power of the interests of others well
There will be a lot of ugliness, because humans were mostly anxious to
Humans compete so that there are able to survive and there are displaced
The existence of these two groups have a large gap to occur ugliness
Do humans have the same average in wealth and others?
No, this will hamper the development of human competition in the end
Human remains alive in the competition, but humans must wear the correct
system
The right system is the system of the human creator is Allah
That is the religion of Islam that is straight then the humans will achieve
greatness
Humans are always curious about everything that exists
What's more about something that interested him or he needs
Therefore they will look for sources of knowledge
In the form of news in addition to those doing research
The stories are real or fictional increase their knowledge
They are getting smarter and increasingly affected
Human nature that wants to live a good and interests can all be achieved
Want to be famous, prominent and want to be respected by others
Want a break, Relax, calm and comfortable
Behold the place, time and atmosphere that humans are designed as human
nature
Will be visited by humans, although required great sacrifices
Beautiful spacious place indefinitely, the eternal time, pleasant atmosphere
Filth and evil will carry humans on their destruction
Purity and goodness will bring people to the glory days
All of that proved to the world and the hereafter
Purity and goodness it is Islam that is straight
Is that a good word would be prevented?
Surely the good word that is a proven and increasingly powerful
If you do not find what you are looking at any words,
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Then you must immediately leave
If you have found some that you are looking for then go ahead
Because all the lies are weak and will be uncovered
And honesty will win a loyal follower
The lesson for the next man is the lessons of good
So that people can live happily
Humans love the adventure in all things
Looking for experiences that have never experienced
Some people are only able to realize in a world of imagination
Some people can experience it in real life
Are you going to like when I discuss about love?
Some people believe in love, some adored
Some desperate with love, some did not believe it
There is a loving and beloved there is the birth of love
Love is approached, wanting to possess, desires, want to know more
Pay attention, feeling, waiting, longing, dependency
Patience, sacrifice, loyalty, togetherness, suitability, beauty
Tough love will lead to happiness, harmony and alignment
Live in tranquility and peace, full of love
Love is in isolation with hardness among the weaknesses that we have
Blessed are those who still have love!
Love gives a very strong incentive for owners
To achieve what he loved with all his strength
Does anyone stop you to smile or laugh too?
Even thou it is difficult to do so?
Be careful with ice heart that makes your life miserable
Humans keep a sense of resentment and disappointment
This property is increasingly oppressive and people getting angry
Humans do such a destructive and harmful
 
Irvan Hermawan Saichu
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Author And Heaven [7]
 
Revenge and the sad memories could be eliminated?
It is a psychiatric illness that can be cured with the permission of Allah
The nature endowed hate is hate the enemies of Allah
Hate to other than it is a disease that must be cured
We must remember that this world is slander
We must know that what happened was Allah's destiny
Forgiving and sincere human being's destiny from Allah is the more mainstream
Please love and compassion that lives in the chest
Fill with worship and afraid to Allah
Purify yourself, stay away from things that contain the ugliness
Thinking and acting with the guidance of Islam the Straight
Love and fear Allah will enlarge an honest sobriety
Just pray to Allah was the one who cemented the human
Oh Allah forgive me, O Allah help me, save me
Oh Allah protect me, Oh Allah, cleanse me, O Allah, I enter into your heaven
I believe Allah is most great thou hear and see the contents of my heart
Goodness sake I beg you give me
O Allah, I admit that I was a lot of sin
I ask pardon for those sins
Hopefully I can keep in a straight path
May you make your servant among those who wait
And people are always grateful to You
I hope your face, Your pleasure, your beautiful Heaven
Although it is a very strong person he has time too weak
That is when the fear came on him, doubt and uncertainty
A sense of hesitation that interfere with steps
Confidence, courage, certainty is a force for human
Steps that definitely adds confidence and will lead to peace
The move certainly is a form of true knowledge
When fear, uncertainty, resentment, anger appears
Humans can still control myself with love
This is something really extraordinary, something that will conquer the power of
How happy the heart when prayers were answered so quickly
It was raining so heavy the sky was very dark, you began to wet
But you are still able to shelter
You see some people there who remained in journey anyone wearing raincoats
soaked
When you take shelter you see a small mound of green earth soaked in the rain
THEN YOU SEE THE MOUNTAIN TO MOUNTAIN-in front of you
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A few moments you pray to Allah for the rains to stop
So that you can sell and go home and as a sign
The clouds above the mountain began to be removed by the wind
The sky began to clear and blue
Very heavy rain suddenly stopped, ALLAH GIVE SO FAST SIGNS
Hopefully this is a sign ALLAH loves me and loves me
One who likes to sin, sin that will burden him anywhere anytime
People who like to repent, and do a better pure and avoid sin
Will relieve him and soothe his soul and the happiness
Consider your life are you happy now?
Try also to be happy in the last world you later
Try to find fortune with your sustenance is halal actually determined
True science will guide the charity is right and true faith
When you see how crazy this world from the point of view
So you'll see a lot happening shock in humans
Because competition is so strong that the defeat resulted in negative feelings
Revenge, despair and injustice some people are desperate some people are
depressed
More and more people will be more potentially diseased soul occurs crime
The crimes that so many will lead to disturbed security
Disruption of security resulting in feelings of calm and full of fear
When you see something extraordinary and you will ask
You will be attracted to something extraordinary
Then praise Allah, and immediately returned to the straight path
It contains the sayings and writings that the truth is a miracle
The most amazing miracle in human history
Truth is the beginning and end of the safety and free from error
People trapped in the world and a limited knowledge
People become arrogant as if things hidden was not there and was held just
invent
They seek knowledge without faith based
Later they will understand, that they have strayed
Later, at a time when before it dies, or after death
And I swear that those who believe not in Allah he will be miserable
Human prayer is right, worship Allah alone
Humans pay alms and strive to correct the road Allah
Try to get a beautiful paradise and abide therein
Allah I really want your paradise, put me in your heaven
I'm just a writer who writes the truth
I'm a human being rather than scholars, not a prophet, not the Prophet
People will be much to refute this article
So if this paper is not the truth of this writing will disappear truth
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Because the truth will be more robust and proven in every which way
Humans with what you pour what is in you
You will use symbols to express your ideas
You'll start talking about the symbols on others
It is not easy to rely on something that is uncertain
Extremely unlikely to be real
Which sometimes will trouble himself in patience in waiting
Do people who play other people will get the stone?
Who wants to help people trying to fool the heart?
Strong feelings that will bow lies
Will you play with the pure light with mirror?
................
 
Irvan Hermawan Saichu
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Author And Heaven [8]
 
It was pure light that you can not refuse
The light that will seep in and meet all life and consciousness
Covenant with him will result in time-a very pressing
You can not cancel even you have to keep it
If I'm strong then I will press in your dreams
Because of the strong ex will be able to penetrate the world of dreams
Oh Allah, keep your servant from the evil that is visible and hidden
Truly thou help me from things that are pressing
Re-affirmed the body and soul so that I could through all the test well
Until returned to you with a safe and prosperous state in heaven thy
The beauty sometimes deceive people so that they are deluded
Those who are aggrieved to demand justice and want revenge
How noble a forgiveness and wants a better return than Allah
A person who is experiencing a real impasse in pain who is capable of
Help?
It was a big test from Allah so that people remain patient
Allah will always help His servants with the help of a real
Each gift contains this is the life of the world's temptations
Humans think that these words are far from the truth
Only words that are strung by the imaginary
Then wait they will definitely look at these words are the truth
Humans need rules and leaders
Allah sent down the rules and give his messenger
Prophet and Allah will guide human regulations on eternal happiness
I do not hinder people to do something
But it should be something that made it worthwhile
So that they can reap good results with
Humans in need of the world then he needs the world of science
Man who catch the last world then he needs a science of religion
Real human beings by nature you love the pleasure
You need passion to the correct distribution
So the travel is all in the right way and do not despair too cocky
Do you fight in the cause of Allah?
Or you want a war for its own sake?
Real fight in the way of Allah is a manifest
If you ask where Allah
Allah high above the seventh sky
Allah has never been seen by the creatures
Verily Allah almighty holy and supreme
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Is there a human being that special?
There is a pious man to Allah
Obedient to Allah
Those that are special in the same god
Can we live without eating?
Behold, the man according to his destiny that life had to eat
So put thy trust in Allah, in search of food and everything
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Author And Heaven [9]
 
May Allah forgive and always protect me
I want tadlhxonphyl!
I want tadlhxonphyl!
Myself and my soul etched in tadlhxonphyl
Tadlhxonphyl is what can I bequeath
Contains symbols that are beneficial to you
On my visit only once to stop here
Humans need rules of Allah
Because the rules that humans would find happiness
Humans only see the world's most forgotten man last world
Humans tend to play in religion
Religion is a right! Islam the Straight
The human mind is a powerful tool for analyzing
What if the man has to analyze a lot of possibilities with limited time?
Humans must use a strong feeling to drive on the purpose
So that optimal results can be achieved
Because if enough time humans can perform a full mind
Strong feelings on something that is concentration or focus
Full mind is an analysis based on logic and correct data and scientifically
Humans will feel anxiety and fear when a dark picture of his life began
Concerns will be brought to despair if the man does not get up
Man is weak, then humans must always put their trust to Allah
As exemplified by the Prophet and the Prophet
To enable them to face life, because life sometimes is not easy
Mental strength and willpower of steel full of unyielding
Full of patience in the difficult days
People always talk light because people were mostly in the dark
People always wanted to solving the problem because people were mostly in the
problem
A straight path and guided by a bright light
Full of purity and goodness is the way to go
Roads that were shown by Allah the only true Essence of worship
There will be heaven and  hell and I want to go to heaven
Oh man .... This is referred to as the spirit
Can you see the fresh fruit is filled with dew on a sunny morning
You see with great pleasure and hope
You do not see in darkness and fear
Oh.. I do spirit is still there to me?
It turmoil sometimes stop in my heart
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I am weak ... Yes, that's when I want to be strong
It said 'Today has passed what have you done in your plans? '
'Actually, the plan does not achieve its goals.'
It says 'Today is the next plan? '
'Actually, a weak and without clear best to be patient.'
It says 'Are humans will leave it this hard? '
'Actually, humans will always be with the weight until the life hereafter.'
Paths we take will give the former a long
One would say it is the memories, experiences and practices
It says 'How many more days of this trip? '
So know humans will not know unless prejudice and plans
When humans lived in a room he listened to the voices
The voices were full of emotion in the outdoors and indoors
The voices of complaints, confidence, passion, plans, hopes, stories
What will be done? Whether his mind will respond to the voices?
What marks a brave man? Is not no remorse in him?
Do not despair on him? Whether in whom there is no escape?
Humans who remain steadfast tough mentally and physically live in the
knowledge
And a correct understanding and practice that must occur despite chaos
Why do people like something that is symbolized by humans as well?
 
Irvan Hermawan Saichu
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Author And Heaven-2
 
Among the green gardens and charming, spacious house with doors
Made from diamonds, never exist in this world like my house
I still have another house in my brain
A much more beautiful, comfortable, spacious and full of luxury
Women who come to me talk about me
I told you about the women
She was beloved, there is a red skin, yellow, black, white and brown
Until you see the beauty that is very
There eyes are narrow and there is a large luminous, beautiful body curves
curves
There was and height, a sharp nose and small
They are gentle, sweet, spoiled, attentive, lively and graceful
Clothes filled with jewelry extra light on them
Love is sincere and pure, the holy spirit and friendly
Their movements are so harmonious, harmonious and beautiful
Tapering fingers, red lips broke, full breasts and round
Neck slender, beautiful hair and long and curly
A touch of longing that stores
I told him about the vehicle
Vehicles that are so beautiful in the form of a charming creature
And also the engine of a vehicle that is so sophisticated
The creature like a horse, a brilliant translucent color
Fur as if gold is beautifully laid out, the movement is so fast
It has 2 wings wide and fly through anything anywhere
Protect passengers, can be large and also small
The vehicle is like a plane, sometimes as often as cars boats
The car is very sophisticated, classical form
With luxury, comfort and sophistication with superb
Automated and computerized control systems and doors were covered with
diamonds and gold
The seat is adjustable and made of silk so comfortable choice
The car's speed is very soft, so delicious
Can exceed the speed of light and can fly
The cool air and smell the fragrance always accompany
Storage of food and beverages, and other purposes
Headlights, rear and sides that add virility car
Magnificent and luxurious aircraft that had a lot of options that can be climbed
Even humans will not be able to know how the exact amount of money that will
be issued
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For the cost of it all, because the amount is very large for the unknown
 
 
(March 6,2007)
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Author And Heaven-3
 
I told her about the neighborhood
I'm a king and a lot of people who follow me and obey me
I always want to obey Allah
I could take rest at any time if I want
Neighborhood filled with beautiful scenery
No pollution shady and cool, friendly people-friendly and welcoming
Not boring and very enjoyable
Many games are a lot of good things
No crime, sincerity is always embedded in the hearts
 
Strong person is the person who embodies the idea
People who are able to explain his idea, the person who invites someone else in
his idea
People who are strong are the firm in his ideas and beliefs
You will be happy if your idea can you describe with any
You will be happy if your idea can you make happen
The idea that you create can influence others
There are people who follow your idea, there are those who approve your idea
There are people who will resist your ideas
Idea could be material and non material
I'm a writer so I write
And what will you do that defines you
While everything will bring up a symbol - a symbol that will be recognized and
remembered
The signs that interpret the signs that affects
Humans are affected is the truth!
Which comes from Allah and the Prophet Muhammad
Be careful with the addition
If you expect the blessing of Allah and of Heaven
I sinned so if I deserve to get there?
Only the grace that so I hope Allah rescue
Everything except Allah had a beginning
And I know some and others I do not know
Holiness, truth, beauty, courage
Tell Examine the world, use, keep this world, enjoy
Say But the main thing is life in the hereafter
Never violate the rules of Allah
You will discover something you never imagined
Have you ever imagined, Nuclear, Electronic Equipment, Genetic Engineering?
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I believe others will find unimaginable anymore
All of Allah's permission and hard work
I sell snacks to anyone who would buy it
Sometimes people cheat, steal and human human take
Without pay
Are both those?
It was so very bad thing and certainly will be avenged
Pay what you have bought from me, O man!
I'll come to you through your mind I'll come
You will pay with something bigger later
At that time you can not avoid
I sell a snack if you do not like it do not buy
Inside my snack contains a very clear memory
If you are good to me your best memories are stored
If you mean to me your evil memories will always be in your memory
Actually I just want stored in yourself
My trip was full of mystery sometimes there are indeed I hide
That power is a guideline and a very strong belief
Uncompromising with cheap price
Was going to wait a promise made when he was not sure?
No! people will wait for an appointment when he was convinced of its promise is
fulfilled
Humans love stories, whether real or fictional story
Human fantasies make him more distant in culture and thinking
The human soul is sometimes decreased
Humans sometimes experience the pressures of life and he becomes weak
Without belief in human will be very weak and people are not viable
Can not see everything with a clear reference
Strong belief that it will lead people to his will
Strength, spirit, patience, perseverance is a sign of deep conviction
Despair is a sign of departure from our self confidence
Why man is cheating?
Humans have an interest, people want to save the interests
With good evidence that fraud can be clearly known
I have seen some of sciences
The deeper discussion about it the more complicated and detailed
Patience and faith should be held to be able to master
Capital is always necessary to realize the form of science
When the day is shining I want to repent to Allah
I am a sinner
I like women the wrong way
May I be forgiven of Allah
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Because my goal is heaven Allah a very beautiful and peaceful
Humans do you not want to eternity and the beauty and pleasure?
Otherwise you really have is not normal in your nature
Satan has plunged  you or you are crazy
Lord promised paradise why do not you hurry on the good?
 
 
(March 6,2007)
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Author And Heaven-4
 
The road to heaven has been described
So the travel was as much as possible and every effort in the right hand side
I was the richest
I wanted power, I wanted the influence
Leading empowered
Many people who saw me with a heart full of envy
Many people who respected me because of my fortune
People rushing over to me just curious and want to fortune
Most of them bad
But my life remains peaceful and calm because of the robustness
My money and my gold a lot you can not really count
Although you take as much as you will not be exhausted
It will multiply, increasing again
My mind is very simple
My mind is incomparable happiness
Satisfaction is very unusual
I was happiness
Always feel pretty and happy, having fun
I walked with the grace of Allah the merciful
Could I be sad?
No way, because I'm happiness itself
What I never do evil? disappointed? confused? jealous? jealous? miserly? scared?
 
I am the person who can obligation to worship Allah alone
Humans are you crying?
Smile and laugh, because you can do it too
There will be lots of disturbing thoughts and feelings
Do not interrupted am left then surrender to Allah, you will be strong
Do you feel sleepy? So go to sleep like you are hungry then eat
Dancing clouds and birds chirping in the morning it seems clear
While in most of the human night sleep and find food
Do you not see that you should keep in mind a healthy path?
That will help you to achieve happiness
Life is very vulnerable and very serious is being run
Because this process that briefly led the onward journey lasting
There's only one chance, salvation is only with Allah Religion
Al Quran and As Sunnah with the correct application of
Application of the prophet and his companions
That's what I know, and you should feel quite over it
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Sometimes I was like writing
So I will look flat and ignore any
Sometimes I am very concerned because you know
I have an interest in the actions that I do
Time has passed imperceptibly
Humans, remember my name, and you'll remember me
I am a man, and hopefully my name will always be there
I'm going to die, but what I wrote hopefully stay alive
From generation to keep my name called and recognized
And people who know about what I've written and discuss
May also be mentioned in the history of human
Although I know from the present circumstances it is far from possible
If we consider a reasonable
I just beg to Allah and Allah was the one who can make
Everything according to His will
Surely what the people want is comfort
Humans want to enjoy and have fun
Her desire is achieved with perfect proceed
 
 
(March 6,2007)
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Authors And Heaven [1]
 
Irvan, March 6,2007
 
The author led the reader to the truth
But sometimes a lot of that falls on the darkness
Running round a circular path
Exposed to heat and rain, sweat pouring
Concentration on the goal, while looking at another human being that way and
run
Death and the end of the ride will soon arrive
Another journey will start again
The author sometimes seems sometimes hidden
Preach and influence the reader
Posts that are strung in the media that were sensory
Being the thoughts and sayings
Who can stop the writer?
In fact, you begin to browse through a dense forest
Save themselves from wild animals attack
And diseases that exist in you're tearing your
The confidence of someone who is believed to be due to position it right
Faith, wealth, beauty, power, beauty is confidence
Any blood that ran through the human body affecting behavior
Someone will dominate and most are dominated
From this story the author sometimes begins
A real sense of gratitude to Allah is of infinite grace
It is very beautiful, full of light and color, sound and rhythm
Eyes, ears, skin, tongue with the incomparable pleasure
Truly Allah created the heavens and the earth between them for six days
Has determined all in a clear
The first humans were created from the ground given the form
Then breathed His soul into it
Then it becomes a perfect creation of Adam
Satan does not want to obey the command of Allah to prostrate to Adam
Satan cursed by Allah
Satan tempted Adam to Adam and Eve fell to earth from heaven
From generation to generation there are people who are obedient to Allah there
is ungrateful
I'm running and I started going to a [B]possibility[/B]
The possibility that I engineered in my brain
About beauty and comfort that may be impossible
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About the house, vehicles, environment, women and everything that is amazing
On such a beautiful house, which floated on the water crystal clear
About a large and stately homes that have a room with sparkling and cool
Flowing air is always refreshing, full of simplicity and elegance
With unparalleled technology with control and tremendous safety
On the sides of the room and there are colorful plants neatly arranged
With a variety of equipment there is a classic, modern and futuristic
Chairs, sofas and bed nets of golden and green
The smell is refreshing and fragrant, a roof made of glass and selected soil
To look at the night sky and a beautiful day
Full of light and wonderful remedy
Houses at high altitudes and with a very high altitude
Achieving high heaven my home
There is a dining room, living room, family room, storage room
Dozens and dozens of other rooms and on the increase according to my will
The beds are large and soft with the most advanced computer technology
My house is only on the ground that the field
................
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Cancel
 
Oh. I almost canceled my promise
I promise to be a poet
Oh. I almost canceled my travel
I walked to the plans of nature
People termed the luck and success
I say cancel the term
I replaced it with misfortune and failure
People termed the optimism and courage
I say cancel the term
I replaced it with pessimism and fear
Actually many people have canceled the event of his life
Like envelop the trash
But most are not aware
For want of excessive good fortune and success
Like living in Paris with her &#8203; &#8203; luxury sparkling
Where it is very common in nature plan
And I will not claim any success
Because it all do not touch anything on me
The day will exist that will give you the sense
So it is not worth it when you want to cancel
There will be a place that will give you the opportunity
Because life is something that we need to glorify {magnify God who gives life =}
 
Irvan Hermawan Saichu
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Day Dreaming
 
I still do my hair blowing in the wind here and there
I closed my eyes there was daydreaming memories
I let my morning cold buried from September to October
I touch my finger, was headed away from me to your heart
The sky appears blue when I open the window
The smell of the sun through the curtain cracks
Each blowing my breath remember about you
In this desolate land I'm calling all the inhabitants of heaven
Whether they can tell about you?
In this heart you have shown something special
Moments together if repeated again?
 
Irvan Hermawan Saichu
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Dissolved
 
Do you believe me if I'm going to show you?
That's you is the biggest in the universe
You need proof from me I'll give it
You select the entire universe is destroyed or damaged than yourself
That's you answer, just's you
That marked your soul is still healthy
Have you ever fool yourself?
As I was, because the fact is common
What about the fate whether you still believe?
Believe me I gave you the whole destiny
The whole fate that you want
The last time you will surely die
Currently you ahead of myself
Altogether began to leave in time
Can you stay or should I look for new friends
Hold it, that my request!
Because you'll find your heart the way this tip
Your heart that you could never know all this
Afterwards, find new friends if need be!
When the door opened the light guide you
Towards the future of everything, everything to the past
At this time everything, in all that is and is not.
Eternal and melted in the hands of the undefined.
All forms of reality and illusion is you
Any arguments will be subject to you.
Therefore what would you choose?
Anyone deemed not win still win
Anyone considered to be losing his remains lost
Undefined it is the most powerful force
 
Irvan Hermawan Saichu
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Do Not Be Dim [2]
 
Embraced Adam, Eve, flying through time
Until now, until today
They still permeate our bodies and the future {not, they are dead}
Adam with his sword, Eve had a soft shawl
Life represented by the sword Adam
Stared at with suspicion and caution
Everything is filled with blood red
Destroy or be destroyed is a choice
Life is represented by a shawl Eve
Entertain and comfort her troubled heart
Obscure the violence that poisons life
Building or built is a choice
Of the various aspects of Eve so beautiful
From different angles so handsome Adam
The night air contains a longing love for the soul
Strains of grudge and hatred passion deep inside
Can you survive the hell of this love?
Which crush the whole life of this beautiful
That flood it with tenderness and pain
Can you survive? Can?
It is occasionally necessary nature of peace
To realize the existence of all existing
Save the tears, blood and soul
 
Irvan Hermawan Saichu
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Do Not Be Dim [6]
 
If you now burn in, life hell
You can continue to burn to ashes
Or you trying to get into heaven that your rights are also
The problem is how?
I was dead, and there is no way except try.
Happiness does not mean a smile and laughter
Happiness is the satisfaction that we know why
Suffering does not mean crying and sadness
Suffering is a disappointment that we understand why
Because I really love my position in this forest
I built the fortress to take refuge from my enemies
The building is open to anyone who was friendly
Among the forest of thick fog
I sat contemplating the Adam and Eve in the course of time
Adam wept for parting with Eve
I too was sad to see you stay away from my building
On behalf of the biology of love is a piece of the chemical reaction of the
hormone
What makes living things strive to produce offspring
And will it continue to be inherited by generation after generation
For the sake of their lives for the awareness of eternity
But why should it?
The answer is located at the origin of everything at the beginning of the Wisdom
side {Allah the creator of all that there is}
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Don'T Be Dim [1]
 
Every person is a living poem
That all is fetched into the void today. {day meaningful}
Everyone is the song playing in the earth
All the time may remember the sad past
Where did you come from?
Who are you?
Every day people can not enjoy
Awareness of its
Because life is so immeasurably
Everyone is dust flying in the seaside
Who were mostly do not know where the wind will take it
But long before we understand its meaning
At one point in the moonlight
Adam kissed Eve without a word spoken in his mouth
And whether life will continue?
Does it hurt our grief?
Can not imagine God's hand working
Working through the heart that we have this. {prejudice}
Believe in the dimly that it is not clear. {trust me Clear}
What makes the blaze illuminated
Was your face has been able to contemplate the darkness of reality?
Burn in hell and sorrow of life. {hopefully avoid it all}
If swimming in this vast sea of &#8203; &#8203; endless
Is it different from a plane across the sky!
What is the difference of smoking with drinking?
 
Irvan Hermawan Saichu
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Don'T Be Dim [3]
 
If you remember your past still has a future
That's tough to give others the impression that you
If the night and sleepy, you will be able to wake up
That suffering will provide other benefits as well
Every day you keep running away from the soul
To go to a slower rhythm of life
I am the death that bring sadness and tears
I am the love that take on a lover
I am a life that began in hate boring
I was a death which is the deadline for the struggle
I am the eternal love that is always at the heart
I am the life of a promising future
I am the death that will come to you
I am the love that gives meaning in your life and death
I am the life that endlessly gives the opportunity
I am the death that distinguishes between the brave and the cowardly
I am the love that always serve and be served
I am a life that does not determine everything
I wish I was dead maybe if I meet you there
If I was drowning in love, maybe love is always held me back
Supposing I am eternal life, only love can make me survive
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Don'T Be Dim [4]
 
When in love, life, and death comes who is able to block
I just saw the souls who want a payoff
All that in addition to more, is minimal for the survival
About the necessary protection of a lover
Justice that protects the heart
A lover that we must protect and accompany
Open wide your hearts to accept the truth that there is
Perhaps time and space separate us
But love will still reverberate in the soul forever
And love can not be imposed on the day and place
Love may be stronger than death itself
You know why people do something you enjoy?
Because the point of view that we like is very different
And the universe are not defending anything that happens
From Adam and Eve, as a symbol of human love and
There have been many stories in that pattern the same
About obsession, desire and mere human survival
Humans use common mind and strength
Like now maybe this all does not mean
But at other times it is the meaning of it all
Which always exist in those days
Or will just disappear swallowed by time
 
Irvan Hermawan Saichu
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Don'T Be Dim [5]
 
Let me as a hollow kinala {not empty, but fill with Islam}
That echoes throughout the hearts of Adam
Let me as a hollow kinala
Which always gives the room the whole soul of Eve
Although I could not do anything
Just empty and vast stretches in every heart
My job is not to make the rules because it is not necessary
My job was just reminded about the options created
Which still can be selected or not
I was very cold in reminding
I was the death of the day and soul
So that envelop you with an empty life.  {Fill it with light}
I was the love of lost time
Who tried to warm up your emptiness
Let me invisible is present
And try to serve you oh my lover
I'm dead, very dead stare in my grave.  {you live}
But my spirit is still trying to continue to provide wing
Wing for Adam and Eve
Wings to whisper pleasure awareness
Through signs that dwells in the dim
And only through the fire of conviction that marks a real
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Don'T Be Dim [7]
 
Endless possibilities of human beings trying to find the truth
Truth forever on his own question
With imagination and logic of the time that stretched up the
{Hint Allah was the one who will save}
 
Is it true that in essence, everything has no beginning and end?
{The beginning and end of all there except Allah and what pleases}
As there are properties owned by God during this time, there is forever
As human beings what do you do if you had the 'There'?
{We are still human creatures of Allah, will never be more than that who will die
until the time that has predestines}
 
And what will you feel and your point of view on everything
Are all be fulfilled infinity and remains undefined {err is you}
And if all will be met remains a possibility and may occur
That there is death itself
{Life is also there, and things occult}
That there is nothing in itself.
{There exists, is not it not}
 
Eve and Adam is a symbol of limits things.
{They do exist}
Where all the technology in any period can not match
Where are all the travel time was not named
The meaning of everything is the definition and our consciousness.
{God who knows more about everything, there are things that told him there are
things whose knowledge is only on the side}
 
Through natural whisper whisper whisper me back
Mind is subject and the other is the object
{The human mind is weak, people need to be guided by the instructions of Allah}
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Exploration
 
And if I have to teach me?
Where everything will achieve its goals?
As scientists said it's difficult to make simple
But the taste will then be easier
All gone, and everything else yawn
Was sunny afternoon this summer?
I just looked at the silent white cloud
Guiding infinity {hearts just do not follow the heart can lead you astray}
Emptied and cleared everything in vacuum
Say you have a load, you have a pressure
The wind this afternoon brought them to another time
So baby come back to this sacred
Out of the womb of time, and began to open eyes
then he went back to sleep
The trail remains cold during this drought
And the ear of the infant began to listen to reality
And if I have to teach me?
Because when I got back from the realization I was very scared
 
 
(March 2002)
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Fresh Mind
 
I ran hard and soft feel exposure to the wind in the hair
Then I stared at the blue sky and breathe in calm morning air
Complained to silence my soul
My soul is fused with the surrounding nature
Scroll started to feel the sweat on your cheek
As an increasingly loud noise my breath
The symbol of harmony began to be seen from the rocking coconut-palm beach
The symbol of peace began to be created from sea water bubbles
I ran faster again
Log into the dance waves
Sea water splashing on a thin skin of the face
The cool ocean water seep in pore
The line of sea and sky as if calling
Daring me to swim to get there
But the sun appeared between the two
Made me understand that
Why I do not need to swim to get there
Because of my false choices
I swam to the edge again
I gallop on a white sand again
Enjoying the fresh morning air and left the lush green leaves
Ran ran
Because I want these fresh minds awake forever
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God Has Back [1]
 
My God is so good, he always listened to my complaints
My God is always wise to give instructions to the silence {Allah sent the Prophet
gave instructions and guidance in the form of words}
My heart feels at peace when I close
My heart is upset when his far
My God is the best and fairest
Always let me, do anything {devotion to the creatures of Allah wants, Allah did
not leave but it's all accounted for before Him}
My Lord is the most beautiful and beloved
Seemed to favor life when feeling protected
Most willing to listen to my heart pain
With the soothing my soul smile
I want to follow my lord, my lord good example {Humans can not imitate his
Creator, man is obedient and disbelieve in Allah}
My Lord has come back in my heart {Allah is above the heavens, not in the
heart, the instructions that can be illuminating and reassuring}
My God always comfort me with His peace
Silent and calm caress me, I feel the pleasure of Allah {not silent, nor caress
you}
My God always comfort me when I worry
My God is the most obvious
Besides my god is all just an illusion. {Not all are His creation}
Lord with me in my solitude {Essence of Allah above His Throne, its control on all
creatures and his defense on the servants who shared his servants rather than
substance}
I saw my lord anywhere and keep it quiet and calm {you mere prejudice,
actually Allah was in the sky, so by Allah through His word, Allah was the one
who tells what creatures do not know}
I looked at the sun, I feel it in the air {it is a sign of His power, not Allah or
Allah's Essence itself}
I listen to the voice crowing cock and machinery
Anywhere and anytime that there is only
God, just the eternal......spread over the universe really quiet and silent {far cry
from the truth of such prejudice, the devil has lead you astray, Allah is not united
with creation, separate from His creation}
 
October 1,2002
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God Has Back [2]
 
Let everything, like how my lord wills
My God is only silent but wise.
Allah said, do not dwell
Actually, my lord who controls all
I'm sure the lord
I thank the lord
I love the lord
I felt his presence all the time
He was silent and let {Allah does not dwell, Allah also said: -word}
He gave me peace
really need it because he lives
Lord keep my heart, with your silence is sacred / / with the guidance and mercy
God rest you do not like my silence {at any time in the scramble to set his
creation Allah, and Allah is never tired}
Your silence is the meaning of all reality {Lessons from the side}
Your silence is evidence that the other is an illusion / / creation there is the Real
Your silence is love without borders
Your silence is proof of the regularity of {The signs of what has been created}
Silent is thy commandments to be obeyed {Allah ordered all things clearly, by his
word, and His will (destiny from him) }
I will always want to meet with You {hope for Heaven, the pious is, only with
mercy all that could happen}
You still listen to my Lord, Thou silent
You really love me do not go
For you are my only hope
With you I'll be able to survive
Faced with any that would occur
The Eternal, your affection abound in silence thy {Allah is not silent, it was he
who maintains you, created you, gave you grace}
I'll try to be grateful, I love you
If none of whom shared my heart shake
I'll be blue and not sure of any possible
My tears, my pain is temporary
I'm sure will be with you is eternal in nature {hereafter will be immortal man}
Are you also a smallest point of that? {Different from the creatures of Allah, Allah
is not the smallest point, Allah almighty Large}
Or whatever, but you are silent and affectionate. {Allah is always in his work}
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God Has Back [3]
 
My God your strength boundless
You will continue to protect me protect me / / I hope
You will provide exceptional strength
With silence and smile at me {Allah does not dwell}
I feel calm I feel excited and happy
My Lord thy silence will circulate {do you spread about prejudice is wrong}
Will I share your beautiful
Will I bestow your affection
I am thy servant, I am the followers
Lord thank you for freeing Me of all the prisons of fear, concern and chaos
My God I trust you the most
What I love most Although you seem to remain silent
You have freed me from all sorts of sense actually pseudo-
My God I'll always talk to you
Because you always hear me
I really love you lord Your silence indicates presence. / / Creation, everything is
signs
You actually want to talk about what I listen
That is still true, the eternal, empty {Not so really you get lost, the truth is Allah
says, is always in a rush and not tired, not hollow, but all it does exist, created
not in vain but with wisdom on his side}
My God I will always communicate with
You For you are all behind all this illusion {not an illusion, but also the fact}
Thou art the essential honesty
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Heart Talk
 
Something beautiful it's hard I caught
Because when approached so heavy as too incredible
I'm working on it too heavy?
What if I would ever catch him?
The way I should be alone like a god.
And it is very tiring
What if beyond my strength?
Would so what am I?
Hopefully I'm in a straight path
Look at me, myself who was never peaceful
I want to be liberated, but the course is so difficult
Do I dare to leave the mundane?
How does this policy remains a burden
Who was born just being quiet?
But I have to go there to the beauty of any cost
The way I should go from here
And I approached the farthest
That every time is always sacred
He is a peaceful and lasting beauty
Liberation and out of the illusion
This torture or ordeal in
I try to understand I headed god
I take a step which needs a lot of sacrifices
And the time running very, very slow
From one o'clock to twelve o'clock the night
Beauty is freed from illusion
The illusion that contain circles of discontent
Once again be careful to talk
In tadlhxonphile will reside
Without illusions I'm liberated, I'm empty
No load, no suffering
All vacuum may also say the beauty of
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Hearts And Stars [1]
 
Unexpected way life is, to date here
From the cool change in hot and humid
Leaving love for love, goodness
Semeru rounded side, toward life and a new task
My journey is the odyssey of the time
A million drops of tears for the time, walk away
The dry time is not yet complete, so it must remain
Alert on health and the dust flying
I was nervous disease, please help heal. [delusion only]
But the disease is so severe
Creepage air my heart into a vacuum, take it to the stars
Stars, radiate tonight my heart to heart
Let her understand, and feel and enjoy
The presence of the figure of my heart in a deep sleep at night
Accompany her in her own heart, embracing night
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Hearts And Stars [2]
 
I want to see her dance, it's the beauty of
I'm here but my heart is still there
If the heart to speak, no words were spoken
Only a mutual feeling and trying to understand each other
I miss you so much, neither do you do?
How I keep so much inside that I coincide with you
Believe me, I always feel with you
Not be separated, perhaps not even our own
Because it is related to my illness, my darling
Do not let this passion in the wild, this is only our own passions unite
Temporarily separated for good.
Do not be so in trouble
Write the meaning of myself also in the pages of your paper
In the pages of time and your heart
You've danced in every my sheet, along with my pen
Leave all the shadows of men besides myself
Because I wanted only me for you, neither do you
Do not lie to you because sincerity is beautiful
The wind from the fan cools the body
Body that just want one with you that there
The body is filled with longings
The music on my radio off and I sleep with you. [music banned]
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Human Beauty [1]
 
Irvan,15 November 2006
 
From generation to generation through time in the world of human
Generations of Adam, Noah, Moses, Muhammad, and the next generation
The current generation, the generation of electricity and engineering technology
Nuclear generation, the generation of pride and logic
O people repent before you are too late
Think of what makes the beauty of the body
Allah is He who makes the beauty in you
If thou pious
The roads that you must take is from Him
Love and worship of Allah is on the right
Allah does not see what tribe you come from and face
But Allah look at the deeds that you do
how people who believe in Allah and the Last Day
Will bring to the beauty of the paradise
Really everything will be provided there
Love and affection and well-being
No load full of suffering no satisfaction
O you who believe obey Allah and follow
In the Prophet, the last Prophet was Muhammad
Surely the faithful will obey and sincere
At the provisions of Allah and His Prophet
Earth wide, high sky, the sun shines
Remember your body and your health
Grateful for your god is what is given to you
Your eyes, ears, hands, feet all the ordeal
Wear-deeds to good deeds
Another bad deeds will not harm you
Do men should be holy? Though it's easy to neglect human
Man must always beg for forgiveness and pray to Allah
Just like a boat sailing on the sea
Big waves and rain storms that must be passed
The beauty of the human will be seen from the trials
Of usefulness to other human beings
Stories about him will be immortalized Allah
It's  communist to carry on no faith in Allah
It's liberal brings on allies in Allah
Really other than Islam are very bad and the ugly
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Humans think their words are truth
The words of arguments and their logic circuits
It was the word of man is very weak and many are misguided
Guides not the blessing of Allah and Paradise
Sometimes a lie is sometimes full of lies
The thoughts far away, full of darkness
Beauty, truth and justice are from Allah
Allah is not visible, which is above the heavens
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Human Beauty [2]
 
Remember the people who are pious,
Who gets the credit Isa and Ibrahim, they are obedient to Allah
Allah ordered to prayer and charity
Loving orphans and the poor
Steer clear of usury and adultery was this heinous act
Human love, human love, keep the environment
As long as it's all in the context of compliance with Allah
Man-hating, fighting man, evil man
Humans are like the devil man is ungrateful to Allah
All this just for adherence to Allah
Allah will reward the good deeds
Devoted to Him
O people who believe in the real world will be destroyed
And will arrive every human being resurrected from the grave
Will be judged fairly as possible, then the Act as possible
On that day thou shalt not including people who regret
And wanted to return to the world and want to do good It's evil and ugliness that
will be avenged worth In a world full of humility and humiliation, as well as sin In
the last world have a painful punishment, hell
Men like women and vice versa
Both pairs, and men as leaders
It was very beautiful angel and generous And the people of
Paradise is a handsome and pretty ones
If she was so beautiful, so the angel
Far more beautiful and satisfying
Hope for the grace of Allah that such
And please for all our sins Forgive Him
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Hypnotic
 
I always keep a distance of many miles with a time
So far there has deceived
I always telepathy you in quiet heart
Meaning you and with you from far away
she later understood, do not forget me
In units of time later I knocked on your purple memory
Tenderness eve asleep I whisper you there
Whispered that you alone can understand
at your age is to count how many I was there
With you, with you, most private place
Talking, flatter, give meaning, holding you
If the sun met the moon light
The silence reflects the emptiness of meaning
Rupture of every sense and definition
Time will bring back the dewy foliage
The morning will always appear after the evening
All that seemed stale that spoil you
Spot stain more intense and permanent mine
Your soul can not come back clean from me
I settled on the existence of you, affect you
Although expressed I do not do anything
My telepathy never ceasing
You can not close the path we have made
Believe me this track is very soft and pure
There is no falsehood that there is honesty
The line was not disturbing, this path calm
The line was to protect, love, and understanding
Reconcile, decorate your heart and your silence
Because I gave it only
Through my telepathy, if there is a feeling that
Bother you, if there is a risk your safety
I am with you, I'm near you {not necessarily}Much closer than anyone even
yourself
Protect you with my soul
Here at the heartbeat of eternity {fantasy only, better protection of Allah}
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I Crawled Grasp All The Emotions
 
I crawled grasp all the emotions
Embraced the whole feeling and buried in abject
Bulldoze out waiting bays
Scratched eye is a painful but brave hearts
Would such a beautiful
Natural law and destiny {all in the will of Allah}
We need to remember everything to be completed
We should finish in the actual tempo; {set by Allah}
As fate that since the first line continues to flow
Probably has a lot of mistakes
My dream never come true
Mistakes continue to haunt a dreamer
I always think to always realize the dream
Circumstances, conditions, time and atmosphere continues to change
Floating spread each time
Forcing every step of continuously updated and replaced
Like a bomb blast stomping soul
Encourage the spirit of the mountains lift the burden on the soul
Tossed into the deep faraway
Banish stress and crush the soul
Freeing and loosen the whole flavor
Lust fused together
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If I Love You Better
 
Where an area that could be dug so deep
I'll keep digging and digging
When the depth could not be determined
It does not mean I quit without doing anything
When I broke my hoe to use hands to continue excavation
I should be proud there is no area of &#8203; &#8203; this good
I should be glad there is no area of this beautiful
But can I make the deepest hole?
Because I was just a digger
Yes, exactly........
The hole digger
 
March 7,1999
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I'M In Silence
 
I'm in silence.
Are you in the shadows with me
Are you in a far but close to my heart
I'm in your natural harmony
Eno, I want to always be in love
 
Are you beating me hope
My dear, you do love me?
Maybe you have something to share?
Are you in my life is everything
Are you in the tenderness of this love
Eno, will you marry me
 
I'm in the softness.
It is this desire in the arms of thee
It is this desire in kissing you
I love you.
Eno
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It Will So Beautiful? [1]
 
Something that has passed away
As soon as the means to scratch and nick in the heart
Create an impression that never forgotten
Drawing in a panic and helplessness
I never regret taking the decision
Just stay a step I will be freed
Fly away to swallow dark nights
I walk for myself and forever
Strength will come and go just like that
Like the grooves exposed sand beach surf bubbles
Although this body feels so heavy; no I would give up
Just how life should be spinning wheels
And must pass went by
I spread out wide-area map on the soul
Without any single region closed
Contemplate my pride and arrogance
I continued to race go far out of bounds
I realized I still have the energy
And continue to catch up and trying to
Tell him I will not be able to; my dear
That's just stupid word I've ever heard
If I tried, it means that nothing is blocking me
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It Will So Beautiful? [2]
 
I crawled grasp all the emotions
Embraced the whole feeling and buried in abject
Bulldoze out waiting bays
Scratched eye is a painful but brave hearts
Would such a beautiful
Natural law and destiny {all in the will of Allah}
We need to remember everything to be completed
We should finish in the actual tempo; {set by Allah}
As fate that since the first line continues to flow
Probably has a lot of mistakes
My dream never come true
Mistakes continue to haunt a dreamer
I always think to always realize the dream
Circumstances, conditions, time and atmosphere continues to change
Floating spread each time
Forcing every step of continuously updated and replaced
Like a bomb blast stomping soul
Encourage the spirit of the mountains lift the burden on the soul
Tossed into the deep faraway
Banish stress and crush the soul
Freeing and loosen the whole flavor
Lust fused together
    =&gt; w w w. S i m p l i s o f  t. n e t
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Life [1]
 
Irvan,20 November 2006
O people who gave life to you?
Allah was the one who makes life, giving sustenance and make die
Who raised you and who will judge you
Allah was the one who will give a reply on the deeds
Partly in hell  and partly in paradise
If you see this knowledge has long existed
So take a look and wait for the knowledge which proved
Not will you learn?
The knowledge of Allah was the one who is really real
So take a look at life, which is around you
Look at your life, from Allah is all that
So worship Allah alone, not associating partners with Him
He is the Creator, he was the manager, he was the Wise
I told him I was Irvan Hermawan Saichu bin Ahmad Saichu
I wrote these words, words ever written
In the scriptures and the words
For gratitude to all that makes life
I just adore and worship and sincere attempt
All deeds to Allah
I surrender to Allah, the religion of Islam the Straight
May Allah help me and only Allah who can help me
Allah gives good promise for those who fear Him
Allah would keep it, Allah almighty power and Wills
Call his name when you slaughter an animal thing
Sacrifice for Allah, not for others
The beginning of man is Adam, Allah created from the ground
Predetermined time of life and death
Thou shalt not take the property of people who are not your rights
O people of faith will you be happy?
Make your mind, your heart, your actions and
Your view of Islam are perfectly
Property, children, women and the world is a temptation
While on the side of Allah is better and everlasting
Be patient, O believers the time is surely coming
Time of great happiness and prosperity
Forever in a place full of glory and beauty
I am the man who walked the streets to look for
Fortune and also I eat and drink, live and will die
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Will be raised and to reply to my practice
Allah leadeth me and only to Allah, we
Dependent and invoke the protection and assistance
I also have feelings and thoughts
But the instructions of Allah is higher than both the
Word of Allah and Muhammad is an example of the guidelines
Understanding of the companions of the two it is
Grip and a solid wall and a strong rope
Timeless eternal for ever
Until the promise of Allah comes
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Life [2]
 
Satan will come from all directions with his army
Form of jinn and men to mislead people
Through the thoughts and feelings are not based on the revelations of Allah
So that man can they control
To be human infidels, so that people shirk
Lost and misleading
Those who get the hint that Allah is
Which gives instructions
People who have been misled by Allah
So no one can give clues
Be happy and hold firm on the instructions of Allah
If you are the people who get a clue
The clue is in Islam a straight
It was recognized religious side of Allah is Islam
Allah gives a sign to those who became his guardian
Ie the people who run the commandments
The people who stay away from ban
Always praise and ask forgiveness to Him
The people that are god-fearing and noble as well as high
degree by his side
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Life [3]
 
So was the praise and worship to Allah alone, without
Associating with others
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Literary Work Of The Son Of Man
 
In the literary world had indeed been inspired
Through all the human beings who can feel the touch of language
Curve slices lengthwise draw letters
Forming a writing, handwriting stringing desire of beauty
Following the existing shelter
Are there still human beings who live it
Demand or expectations are not always successful completion
Handcuff yourself in a colorful literature
The thirst for tongues pen
Loyalty will be a book of poetry
Looked solid on the philosophy and expression
Analysis of a long journey norms and values
Spirit flailing imagination wander
Trying to scrape the rough rock
Incise a million human expectations
Flattens the eye to imagine ideals
Like staring at the clouds do not edged
The natural sweetness of literary dark dark night
Exceptional natural beauty of literature such as Niagara
Danced in a spell lasting
Reaching the fabric of love longing for cohesion
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Making Poetry
 
Why did I make a poem?
It's more than you can imagine
It's not about black or white
Because the power of poetry that I'm dumbfounded
Look at the whole Bible, everything is poetry {not, but a holy book down from
Allah is the truth}
Abstract ideas of science are all from the poem
Idealism actual human life is poetry
I'm just trying to be honest...
Creating poetry for me is more than anything
Not me want to be Jesus or Muhammad {but imitate their pious}
But I do not know what my purpose {paradise}
Only the most important is to produce poetry
I just write from the unreal world
Introduce something to people here
Are they willing to accept it or not does not matter
Since the poetry of the poem is the image of eternity
Who continue to fly and only revealed to the seeker
Poetry for me is more important than life
More important than my beloved
More important than my brother
Because the poem can represent any
Why did I make a poem?
When you reject the poem in your life
It has a form of poem to poem
Actually you can not escape from poetry
But you did not realize it, be aware of?
Indeed the poem is really real
Do you not believe how strong poetry
Look at all the countries in the world today
All poems must have an ideology
Ideology of all States is poetry
Do you still deny its power?
From now on, deep down consider
The poem is more than just blank words without the influence
 
 
(30 April 2002)
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My Home Remains Sky
 
I will not return to earth
Once on the earth and the earth turned me down, only briefly with
I went back to the sky, I'm in heaven where my original
In the sky more beautiful in the sky over calm
Actually I had stayed at home on earth
Even now I miss her
But on earth I could scarcely recognize the permanence
So I'm just one or two times to the earth
I am the son of heaven who loves the sky
High and difficult to reach, or do not think anyone
After the sky I'm difficult and not easy to come back to earth
Only the rain was the tears that tell of the earth
Echoed devastated what is on earth
And I will continue in the sky
Before there was earth is really for me
Earth friendly and beautiful for me
So that's what eternity will tell their own
And we both lost in eternity swallow
Silence swallowed, swallowed by the beauty
Swallowed by time, into the night and day
Swallowed by love and affection both of us forever
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Never Occurred To [1]
 
Walk out to leave the quiet stillness of the night
Enjoying this inner harmony
Wash old soul who has started
To flap my wings, to fly higher
Despite the silence you know
Every time I miss you
 
I can not stand it anymore
It never occurred to that increasingly felt 
Love for the formations in the thirst
As if you do not know, or really do not know
Although from my eyes have sent a signal
As if hit by a heart that seemed to freeze
 
Believe me, once again
Give me a chance and time
To tell you
It never occurred to think this is more deep
 
Dividing people in indecision
Followed in the shadows
Wonderful memories etched in the piece.
Imprint increasingly clear and piercing
Your face is always dancing in my head
Who tried to uncover
Mystery behind the eye glass eyes
The sky looked at sharply once 
Excommunicate in humility
 
Oh, my jasmine....
I was just a normal human being
Too many flaws and errors
No matter who you are
It never crossed, you are in my heart
But it's you everything to me; {only means; but not everything}
Creep of helplessness and emptiness
Trying to run from reality, was blue in
Fantasy that was never a real presence
Adding injury in the heart, adding to the burden on the soul
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Trying to guess what else to do To get your heart
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Never Occurred To [2]
 
It never crossed my mind before
Love this more and handcuff me
Gripping each step movements
Disrupt the power of reason and memory
Biodiversity is the fruit of my heart, I'm not
Not for you, perhaps
I know we're different, much different
Forget, I'm not sue you, but
When I look into your eyes I can not
To speak Your gentleness made me silent
Stroking your hair in dreams
Your white skin as soft as a charming
It never crossed my mind
If you really love me
Oh girl as my love of roses; a very
Incomparable beautiful
In my daily I'll be very happy
Stem the joy and sorrow with you
If the fantasy is real
Come to me my roses
Let me hug you tighter
To remove all missed during this
I assure that
I Need you forever, it is
Protect your right to bet my soul
It never crossed my mind
When I closed my eyes, more so your breath
I kissed you with great affection
I hug you tighter and say let it go
Tiny lips, your lovely and warm
Together in a deep feeling of love
Made me even more difficult to let you go again
Only if I die I'll let you go
Where you go I'm with you
I will still love you
It never occurred to
In the tall, slim body
With a silky brown hair loose
Coincided with a sweet smile
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My eyes swept across the concentration
Increase the passion of my life
Penetrate the thick wall of endless
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No Need
 
not need life is told
except that eye gaze
enough to remember the name
no more than a longing
carried in a dream and step
no need of wisdom was delivered
except for the lip movement
enough to create a sign
no less than joy carried in the beauty and warmth
two minds meet
we've stuck to the skin
wait for the arrival of the knight
of a deadly battle
is he coming back?
along with a small child and his mother
anxiously awaiting
no need of wisdom is learned
but sorrow comes suddenly
nothing more than remembering the child and wife
carried in the memories and hugs
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Not Understood By Anyone
 
Neutral, frothy, flowering, flowering
I'm neutral, I'm clear, I'm beautiful
The atmosphere in the color of the morning, fresh and free
Neutral, I want to be like the cool water!
 
Give me give a ray of your light
Necklace of time hanging around my neck
Looked up at me was still a friend.
Neutral, shining like the sun
I'm running short on time where?
 
I was neutral and was crying.
My friends who do not understand all gone
Alone in the solitude in a natural death
Glasses of the future of stem occupies my nose
Screams in silence, and hatred, I still
No theme, continues to leave me alone.
 
Screams in the storm, the color.
I can not enjoy it, I can not cope
Mother!
Who made &#8203; &#8203; me like this
No one helped me.
 
But I like to help
Will I hunt down time
I will make love with my loneliness
Loneliness is always with me and are familiar with
Here, I choose my destiny
 
Solitude will change but he is a true
Loneliness is a vanity that I can not understand
No one can touch me
Except, I choose solitude friend also
I can't play in the dark
I was scared of the dark I ran away
 
Break through reality, I entered the illusion again
For example, the face was turned to tears
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How old is humanity, what about the story
I hope I meet everything in a neutral and friendly
 
With solitude, loneliness and eternity
For example, if this sort of entertainment for me
My best friend why did you all go.
Why do not you love me as solitude
Impartiality and the eternal.
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Ocean [1]
 
Irvan,23 November 2006
 
Is there something wrong with my words?
Is there evil in my words?
Let us praise the almighty Allah the Compassionate and Merciful
Only Allah is entitled to be worshiped, and the only god
How the power of Allah stretches of sky and earth
And other supernatural nature we do not know
All these are creatures, servants
Submissive and obedient to the provisions
Look at the vast ocean, underneath there is a lot of life
There's wind and waves and boats and ships on it
Do you not think how great Allah and his power?
Why do not you grateful?
With the worship of Allah alone, with pious charity
Doing good and preventing and prohibiting the ugliness
and crime
Monotheism, prayer, alms, fasting, pilgrimage is part of the goodness
Shirk, adultery, alcohol, usury, consuming an orphan's property,
Killing without right are some of the ugliness
With the permission of Allah, the means of life has been facilitated
The technology of hard work and permission of Allah
Give thanks to Allah and His road use
Armored vehicles, fighter planes, guns, bombs, nuclear, missiles, warships are
the tools of war
Mobile, telephone, radio, computers are
Tools that help to street Allah
So wear! it all when it was time
Are you arrogant towards other human beings because of wealth and power?
Whether it's because you think your hard work, your intelligence
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Ocean [2]
 
Or from your house?
Indeed it is a test for you, can you be grateful?
You will account it all before Allah
Verily Allah enlarges and constricts
Fortune for which Allah wills
But the glory of the human side of Allah; is devotion
Wealth and power is not a sign of glory and devotion
Sign of devotion is to surrender to Allah
With Islam the straight and perfect
Is Allah tells you to associate Him?
Whether with his associate you will be purified and go to heaven?
It was your prejudice and lies the real
Deceive the weak and foolish man
Allah is one, Allah does not want the allies it with the other
His associate will cause you eternal in hell
Not accepted deeds and sins are not forgiven
Surely all the prophets and the Prophet ordered
In order for people to worship Allah alone and not associating partners with Him
Allah the one who mastered all creatures
Human's thou shalt not corrupt the earth
With your greed and misguidance
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Only The Expression Of God's Creation [1]
 
Irvan April 1998
 
When I closed my eyes
Start navigating my blue ocean stretches
Gusts hit my hair wavy
Morning sun warms my brown skin
Soothing eye iceberg
 
Wipe the dew on my brow begin to freeze
When the soul dive toward the ocean floor
How cold, ocean water touching the skin of the soul
I pray it will be safe
 
Just by looking at a cute little fish movement
I sucked on a tight vortex
Visible suck right side of that was thought about
My soul was thrown away into the vast sky above
In a world that I do not know
 
Very cool that it almost makes my soul freeze
I pray it will be safe
A long-tailed meteors move rapidly approached
Pass quickly burn my soul a little clothing
I began to evolve toward the sun
I could not resist to remain silent
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Only The Expression Of God's Creation [2]
 
The heat of the sun began to sting
Gravity pulled me tight and
I could not against
At that time I kept thinking and thinking
That my soul will end up sad
The sun is so hot and cruel
 
But I think something that never happens again
When the soul closer to the sun
Only the burning clothes from my soul
And my soul naked and completely naked
The ears of my soul, began to deaf and the eyes become blind
Sunburn and began to melt
Destroyed all the souls
Until.....
 
The soul of the soul it out away
My soul spread throughout the galaxy
Stretching, infiltrate the electron
And particles that have never thought about it
I prayed, hopefully it will remain safe
Penetrating to the particle and the spread
I believe, I'm going to be a human
And re-opened my eyes
Eyes that once, I closed the first
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Pressure
 
When the guess is wrong
I find a pressure that was never thought
I tried to learn to love myself
So this life will seem to flow
Flowing soft and cool
Under pressure....
I continue to learn to assess life
Under pressure....
Giving hope to better
If I was a burden let me help you set him free
My love Do not you mean that abracadabra
A lover remains a lover though deemed Friends
All ready to sacrifice all ready received in full sincerity
If I is hatred, let me try to make you care
Attention should not you afraid of
A one who yearns remains a one who yearns even been dumped
There remained a moment without longing and expectation
If I was bored, it's time we reflect on this heart
Habit is a form of loyalty and repeat
A devotee and follower only obey adored
Because the only hero who can make peace hearts
I just let it go into the water flowing rivers
Until the end of time, until all peaceful
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Still Like The Past [1]
 
The sky was as blue as yesterday
The wind was still blowing
I look into my heart the deep and deeper
Regardless of the scroll of time that continues to flow
And still as it used to
Stay shed my feelings on paper
And sometimes it still had the smell of the pen
Still the old pen
And the only heart that crazy talk to me
I see a lot of branching paths should I take
And do not know how far that should I go
Like the colors clear and colorless
Such as affection and love
Just me or you who wasted
Or I'm out alone
When I feel that other people feel
No shaking, earth cover and grip
Suffocating crush throat
No one else made &#8203; &#8203; a mistake
That is, to survive, the only one to survive
When the thick rain in my face I walked and walked
Right and wrong is getting thinner distance
Keep walking curious and curiosity
Although the infiltration of water in her clothes load
I walked in the path of life
Every now and then stumbled, and in pain and pain
And stood up and ran sometimes exhausted and panting
The sky was as blue as yesterday
And the only heart that crazy talk to me
I do not understand natural phenomena happen again
That the air of mystery and not edged
When my hand tightly gripping my hair
My eyes widened as if to exit
Instantly the sky and the rain stopped, silent
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Still Like The Past [2]
 
wait a minute
I'll start walking with one leg
Look at me how unusual
Like the moon without the sun
Like night without day
And I walk with a feeling without a reason
 
As thick mucus and skin as soft as virgin
Feelings play without mercy
Stir oceans that extend
Burning tropical forests are still single
Gull dances, shouts the lion & the stench of blood the night
Began to sink together in the spirit
There is no peace, only concerns
Waiting for prey and predator coming
 
I wish I knew long ago
Since the blue sky and the wind blows
That the world is too cruel and sadistic wild
I'm not going to rebel and fight
Maybe it was a natural phenomenon; {it is the will of Allah}
Fair or not fair unexplained
Withstand the heat of a sweat
Against the cold that freezes the blood vessels
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Sublimity [1]
 
Do humans do not see how big the influence of Allah?
Humans are weak, but arrogant, considers future
It is this world, they forget how great
Sacred power of the almighty Allah who created all things
Most of the rules and conditions can be understood
Intellect easily as day and night
But Allah reveals to His greatness
With signs that are sometimes unable to sense
Cleavage of the sea by Moses, cleavage of the moon by Muhammad
Revive the dead by Jesus, recovering from serious illness by Job
Apart from the heat by Ibrahim
Qur'an verses which remained strong through the ages
Indeed Allah has the power to make the signs at other times
Everyone wants to satisfy his lust
Everyone wants to feel the serenity
This world is a trial, it was the country's last world
The world is a place of worship when humans want to survive
Satan will attack from all sides
Side of the visible and invisible
Side which is the feelings and thoughts
It was our tenderness, and of others is beautiful
But the rope of Allah, Allah is the dye of the softness of Allah
See how Allah protect you when you are in his dye
O people; Allah is the holiest, really you will be judged Him
In the last world will be!
O man you will see the grave,
You will see the resurrection?
It was all very fast, you want to receive or not
What happens is the will of Allah
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Sublimity [2]
 
The sentence that truth will remain firm
Will remain elevated by all creatures
Sentences of Allah can not be matched
All inevitably will ultimately be subject
It is only Allah is the god of men and all creatures
He should be worshiped only
Qur'an and the Prophet's instruction that is straight
If honest and true understanding in practice
Truly the future and all of my time has been written
Although I forgot and I do not know
I did what I could And I just pray to god Allah!
Save me from perdition and hell
Give me the serenity, peace and heaven
Thou art the Most Gracious, Most Merciful
Humans are not sacred but should not give up
Humans who believe will attempt to divine
Trying to always ask for forgiveness pious charity in Allah
Verily when Allah willed serenity
In humans it is man's peaceful
So if Allah willed fear
Verily Allah turned back the heart-
Humans learn the human
Human learning environment
Humans utilize that knowledge to
Living needs and interests
Instructions that Allah will not mislead
Knowledge of Allah all
The degree is different human
In the human world and the hereafter that the luminous
Is a man who devoted to Allah
Without the help of Allah, man is in loss
It was Allah's help is sometimes unreasonable
Allah's help is the largest and strongest
From generation to generation remains the ruler of Allah
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That Strength Is Yours
 
Life sometimes feels so fast
Looks like not leaving anything
Love and pain are always trace
Can we accept all trials
Sometimes we remain stunned
Not knowing where we are heading
The power is yours
Today enjoy and give meaning
Life is your right
Whether real or an illusion that there is
When only a cigarette to heal you. / / Cigarettes banned
Thou shalt not be sad again, look at
We can still feel the morning air
Do not forget that divine grace
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The Flower
 
Irvan, ....
 
The seed that will blossom, grow beautiful
Strong was tough, seductive longings
The power that you feel, at once gentle soul
Your eyes filled with tears, my eyes filled with sad tears
 
Smile when remembering this
Meeting and hope for the meeting
Inside the chest sound simple with no strings attached
 
I baby you baby
I was child you was child
I was a teenager you was teens
I'm an adult you are adult
I am the father you are mother
I am a lover you are a lover
I'm old you are old
I will die you will die
 
Smile when remembering this
Flowers in the presence of me
Hopefully add to your happiness
Hopefully reduce the sadness
Relieve objections in your feeling
Flowers you will always smile
You want to conquer the you conquered
You give your all I ask extract
I give all my extracts that you want
 
Although you just shut up, you really want
When the juices that combine all feel alive
We are dear...
 
Will always be in beauty
Or whether it will be the traces of beauty?
But still smile dear
Is this love or sincerity to pretend?
May we enjoy it and are happy flowers
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Our love is the love of good and funny
Our love that never death
the flowers never hurt
You know I want you Now smile, so nah!
Well so!
Then I know you want me
I love you		
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There All Still Alive
 
Time has a lot of wasted every day
This trip is still a mystery
The stars are silent and do not understand
When questions came out in the heart (for help in Allah)
A feeling wafted erratic and chaotic
No one here no one can help
It is very heavy, this is sick
Where all the dreams that once so promising?
Any remaining sick, every trip was through
It is in fact not the mournful but is a series of songs (it's destiny Allah)
The song is to realize that all dreams do not go (singing forbidden)
There are all still alive (all aspire glory in the last world)
Many people told me that there is so much fun
But before there must have been in thought everything right
Maybe a lot of hurdles that must be passed
Maybe a lot of sacrifices that should be given
Nobody really knows, nobody will ever get there (there with the permission of
Allah)
This is very far away, is very excited
Is it true that there is heaven?
Every joy is felt, any coolness that feels
Strung with soft eyes and everything is so different
Everything realize that heaven exists
There are all still alive
 
 
(June 8,2000)
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Truth [1]
 
Irvan, October 31,2006
 
I spoke to all mankind and whoever
Only Allah is the right to prohibit and command you
Why from you; most arrogant and bad-faith?
You elevate logic and what you think is right
There is no truth except what comes from Allah, Creator
Follow the directions your way unless misguided
You live and die in His power
Day you are raised and replied to every practice must come!
Do not you prepare yourself?
Verily Allah has said, through books and oral prophets
Are you going away?
If it has come from word of your god or your oral Prophet
Then leave carnal passions and follow
Hint it's because there is safety
All of you humans are weak, you will die
So do not be arrogant and associating partners with Allah
Only Allah is the right to worship
Muslim leaders obey the goodness
Do not rebel and be patient
With the knowledge of nature you cocky with your god
You make your own laws
contrary to or different from the laws that set your god
O man you exceed the limit
Do not you remember the Day of Judgement
Allah who will judge on that day
Do not you all think?
Spending in the way of Allah is the property goodness
Enforcing prayer and pay charity
Do good to parents
Helping the religion of Islam then Allah will help
Allah created the heavens and the earth
Allah who created hell and paradise
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Truth [2]
 
You all will surely return to Him
One day only Allah who became King
Day of Judgement all repaid in accordance with the righteous deeds
There are radiant and have a bleak
There is an entrance into paradise and there is a hell
Truly Allah is Just and wise mighty power again
Humans created with good form
Given the fortune of the heavens and the earth
All comes from him why humans can not be grateful?
Humans remember the devil who promised to take
In a false path longer sin
Verily Allah has given instructions
Why did you turn away?
Who believe thou shalt not sell your religion
Indeed the world is very small compared with the last world
This world is a trial and test of the country was the last world
War to uphold the banner of religion and
Allah is the glory
Treasure, the lives sacrificed sincerity to Allah
Verily Allah is very beautiful paradise
For people who patiently and slain in the way of Allah
Those who choose other than Islam
He will dwell in hell of a painful
Verily Allah was staggering power, on this earth
Do not be too dazzled the world
And the kings and His power
Because it has been written in the book of the Real
All must be accounted for in the hereafter
For after death all will be resurrected
Only those who fear Him who blessed the day
Homeland Indonesia, the world would be wonderful
If everybody has to understand
Many people only worship Allah and not associate him
From government to its people
Running religious Shari'a of Allah
If everybody has to understand
This all will happen if Allah wills
No one lied in the name of Allah
And Allah is innocent of lies
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Religious right and clear
In accordance with that desired by Allah
Mileage is the right way and devoted
This world was slander and hereafter is the real land
When I fed the fish fortune from Allah
The fish that surfaced in peace
The fish is always glorify and other creatures
But I do not know how the fish beads
The fish were swimming around the food
Then eat it greedily
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Truth [3]
 
Islam is a mercy for believers
Islam is a mercy for all creatures
Islam will prosecute the people who deny
Liars, many innocent, and Satan friend
Arrogant with passions and thoughts
Filled with error and misleading
Islam will remain high in the world and the hereafter
Unbelievers will always be low and low
Anyone in error without a clue
He would suffer and be destroyed
He will get the punishment in the world and the hereafter
For people who receive guidance of Allah
Die in a state of not associating Him He will get happiness
Happiness in the world and the hereafter
Really I have not seen Allah and His angels
Allah promised we will meet Him, for the people of Paradise in Paradise
For residents of heaven the angels will meet there
Allah will bring together people who pleases with His angels in this world
Population hell, would be met guardian angels of hell
Indeed everything has been set by the rules of Allah, the perfect
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Why I Sympathy You [1]
 
Irvan 12 April 1998
 
Stars illuminate the darkness that night my heart amazing
I still sit down and read the silence
Peel the skins memories that become embedded in spirit
And grain flavor that started accompanying the hearts of all the senses
I knew this trip would still be much longer
Although not as if I will survive
I will keep trying to survive and survive
To you my reason to survive
I do not care whatever happens between us
But I may know what you feel in your heart
When I walked away from you
My inner voice, screaming, mountain life abort
And I never sleep without kissing your shadow
As if longing urge you to come back again
Once inside, holy, eternal and sincere
I love you and will always continue to love you
How should I explain it to you
So simple but so hard to say
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Why I Sympathy You [2]
 
What's hell with everything that has ever happened
I'll keep stepping and stepping
to back
I only smell your perfume
And looked in the shadows of your eyes showing
Steps in any direction
I understand its true that made me compassion
Because you are beautiful universe
Because you have wanted to own
something I got
And to me thou fairest nymph
Among all the angel who dwells in heaven
When the night wind swept stars
It was just me, the moon and your shadow
I just do not care how crazy and be so
I sat in the meadow that extend
Slowly I fall down my body right
And I looked sharp and bright shining moon
There was a gnawing loneliness night song
My body feels lifted and flying
Towards the dark side of moon
I saw you dancing in the bright light of the moon
But like a dream that never real
I never reach your
And my body suddenly slammed hard
In the mountain hard and sharp coral
Only I get sick and wounded
Why did I formerly sympathy to you?
What could this something wrong with me?
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With Signs
 
This is what really happened
softness runs very smooth, all around us
Giving full meaning to His will
The sun left the remains of beauty in the morning
I introduce myself to you all
With signs, for those who know
 
Conscious the whole soul is hurting.
Purify your hearts and you will see me
Close to you and protect you gentle
You will always see me / the signs of Allah, people will see Allah in heaven
As a desire that is embedded either oppose or accept
As the rice will be eaten after cooking
 
Quiet, calm, peaceful, sure, eternal / Allah says
Upright, sturdy, beautiful, sacred, is everywhere / Allah in the sky, power and
control are everywhere
There are no shocks and no conflict
 
Heaven, love, praise, freedom, justice
There is no hatred, envy, pride and self-centered, all loose and broad
Rest, take a walk, safely, without fear, no anxiety
All have been open without any cover-up
A big tribute for the gift of life
Own, independent, not tied, along with the without prejudice / humans will
always be bound by Allah
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Words To Float [1]
 
Irvan October 2001
It passed all the angles that have been reflected in the direction you Winding
toward the dark at a time when the eyes closed to the unseen Coloring
everything that has black and white and torn by time
You should listen to that defined here in yourselves
Do not keep running when you see me waiting
Because that's waiting for you with no existing It's easier thou not far from how
things are normal
Is not normal with me across the world that this abstract
Although it smells like dirt you let the sky riveted
Although the stairs are scummy you remember back
Keep trying to move visibility into the corners
Lord here I am with you and who is he? / / shared in the supervision Occasionally
out of the sky sphere of maturity that comes
Enlighten me with something behind you it's an enlightening {instructions}
Abandoned in a position opposing
Surely there is no compromise to me that fluoresce
If the oceans have been touched by salt and sun
I have changed the strength to steel
If a piece of immortality combined with a dream
Ocean trenches and zigzagging moves point back dive
Since the saturation of melt spheres god game. / / There is no god In the cave
where the hallway will be returned to heaven / / heaven is for the grace of Allah
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Words To Float [2]
 
All thoughtful without complaining about all things beautiful
As the departure of the towing conclusions funny and smart
If I were a bird, wingless and winter came
I'll make a nest under a dry tree
The music and discordant tones {banned music}Take me to the coral cliffs of the
desert
The wind brings dust in the eyes
Human culture there appears
But the return has been destroyed
Only the echoes of their words with dust
I know behind my shoulder has been written anxiety
Humans have destroyed at this time
Easy to look into meaningless noise
Movement of sadness still scratched in the music
The music and the tones of divine creation
Has moved to leave the time and still pick you up
I knelt to the position of which never reached
And this will create a monster to me
Hopefully this drama more pathetic in the rubble you
From any debris that ghosts appear useless
Trying to describe events that never happened
Each light began to appear from the sky came from blue, yellow and orange
Telling the incident, illuminating the ruins of that, making night shadow
Any scratches tell the rain clouds come down soon
Begin to praise sung in silence night
Echoed deep in meditation gods meaning soul {banned meditation}Preached
about the perfect order and beautiful life
Telling a thing never existed in the sequence of logic
How all this becomes a model and emulated by copycat
So that each winding snake crush bones meek
Greetings music and tunes peace
Pondering before his fantasy turned inside the time you I am the tears that just
seeing flames in the corners of the world
The only smell a burning smell in every corner of the city
Mourn the departure of a noble man of heart
The mushrooming of anxiety in the music of my day could not get rid of {banned
music }Tone attached to the frame is just an ordeal alive
Stand with your weight has not be certified again with his help
Rays of the time can not make the destruction of the city god The town was
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founded before eternity
The city is still there until after immortality
Everything can be right, things can go wrong it is from Allah {Truth}Resilience is
the right of determination to find us
Although it is not necessary
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Words To Float [3]
 
I do not know where all this took me, I will be with
I was stretching the universe, my star in {fantasy}
Talking with everything with my language
Period time will not let you go at my mercy {universe itself in the grip of the
power of Allah}
All of the universe and all eternity
There will be a true power over heretics {Allah keep the power to torture}
In the undefined and the heretics there is excess
He is beyond any power, whoever, whenever {at the mercy of Allah, no one can
escape from His power}
And her own soul is not ruling him
The desired effect is to deny yourself
Giving strength to the weakness of trying to understand
All the same, and all in vain {all over the wisdom of Allah, not in vain}
Free, no go wherever gravity affected
Free, unlimited so any definition of {Islam is the survivor wishes }
All men are adulterers, drunkards, sinners {not all, there are pious}
All human beings are evil, hypocritical, corrupted {not all}
Nothing important was the willingness of the willing, take this fact
All will open....The fact is that the main {my enemy should not be doing that,
should accept the reality that was destined sincerely Allah}
Similarly, the want, but I was obedient to the rules of the game
That all this would happen by the heretics deny { heretics IS  DEVIL A TRAP}
In every story that was not his story or vice versa
Hair that date was telling me all the time
But in every other things are different definitions
Do no attempt to deny the heretics {if not in accordance with the instructions of
Allah then we deny}
Who could shimmer wherever
Regarding the stories that always hovered in the depth of meaning		
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You Should Rest
 
You should rest,
Do not make a pause!
because the dark side of you, will cover the white side of your
Until I give you the right link
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